of cross-contamination. Precision Dynamics Corporation. For more information, circle #44 on card.

**Protective System Makes It Safer To Handle Toxic Drugs**

PhaSeal, a new system for handling antineoplastics, keeps toxic agents contained throughout the process of drug transfer, preparation, transport, administration, and disposal. To mix a drug, you simply push the PhaSeal protector down over the drug-containing vial and attach a syringe, prefilled with air or diluent, to the injector. The injector is locked into the port above the PhaSeal protector. An expansion chamber—the cupped portion of the system—inflates like an airbag to prevent the release of toxic fumes. PhaSeal also has a double membrane that prevents leakage and keeps connections dry. Caremel Pharma AB. For more information, circle #45 on the card.
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